
SOPHIE AIOPS FOR CLOUD ASSURANCE

Cloud Migration with AIOps
Predict and Prevent IT Issues in Hybrid Cloud 
Environments with AIOps

Cloud Monitoring with Sophie AIOps
Loom's AIOps technology delivers a smooth integration and protects your emerging infrastructures from issues 
that affect the business. Sophie frees IT teams to focus on higher-level tasks by bridging the monitoring skill 
gap, mitigating the risk of a fragile infrastructure, and enabling your team to become proactive by predicting 
issues and producing insights

Increased Productivity

Sophie correlates all relevant events 
into one consolidated incident, reducing 
alert fatigue. Before an incident is 
created, it is measured against 
historical events, verifying that it is truly 
anomalous and not arising from 
seasonality.

Built-in Insights & Recommendations 

Sophie enriches incidents with 
corrective insights and resolutions 
written in plain English, reducing MTTR 
by 45%.

Azure Monitoring
Loom's advanced AIOps solution Sophie, monitors your disparate environment directly from Azure's Log 
Analytics tool or directly from your Azure cloud or applications. Sophie acts as an intelligence layer on top 
of your Azure Log Analytics, and provides resolutions and insights in plain English. Learn how Loom 
Systems augments Azure log analytics here. 

Smooth Integration
Natively integrated with Microsoft Log Analytics API to allow seamless data ingestion. Streamline new 
data feeds in minutes. You can find Loom Systems on Azure Marketplace here.

Prevent P1 Incidents
By auto-detecting anomalies 
without the need to set any alerting 
rules or thresholds, Sophie 
empowers your IT team to become 
proactive about incidents that 
require their attention. 

Stream any Data 
On-premise, cloud or in a hybrid 
environment, Sophie's technology 
catches everything. 

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/loom-systems.sophie_ai_ops?tab=Overview
https://www.loomsystems.com/hubfs/Loom%20Systems%20Augmenting%20%20Azure%20Log%20Analytics%20.pdf


AWS Monitoring
Sophie enables AWS customers to gain immediate insight into the uptime, performance, and availability of their 
applications and systems through a quick diagnosis and resolving of applications and infrastructure issues 
before they impact customers. 

AI-powered Problem Resolution
Sophie is able to pinpoint the underlying root cause of application problems –improving MTTR by up to 45% and 
notifies your IT team of problems across AWS infrastructure components including EC2, ELB, RDS, S3, and 
Availability Zones.

Improve AWS Security & Compliance
Monitor all user access, platform configurations, and changes across all AWS and on-premises workloads and 
generate audit trails to demonstrate compliance.
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